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Answering a 25-year-old problem of Erdos and Gallai, we prove that if a set 
system Z of rank r cannot be represented by I elements, then there is a subsystem 
HO’ s Z on less than ( :I! I) + (‘:I; ‘) elements that cannot be represented by I 
elements either. Apart from a constant factor, this upper bound is best possible for 
every r and f. Moreover, we determine the maximum cardinality of strongly 
independent vertex sets in r-critical and intersecting v-critical hypergraphs of given 
rank, and describe the extremal structures. c!  1989 Academic Press, Inc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As defined in [ 11, the transversal number r(Z) of a hypergraph (set 
system) L%? = (V, E) with vertex set (underlying set) V and edge set E is the 
minimum cardinality of a vertex set TE V meeting all edges of 2, i.e., 
r(%)=min{)TI:TnE#fZI for EEE}. Such a T that meets all EEE is 
called a transversal set or a representing set of the hypergraph. Then X is 
called T-critical if its transversal number decreases whenever and edge is 
deleted from E. The rank of 2 is max EEE [El and, if [El =r for all EEE then 
2’ is said to be r-uniform. Throughout we assume that V= U EEE E, i.e., X 
contains no isolated vertices. 

The study of r-critical graphs started with the paper by Erdijs and Gallai 
[3] in 1961. Beside various results, they proved that every r-critical graph 
G with r(G) = t has at most 2t vertices, and also considered r-uniform 
hypergraphs, proving ( VI d Cj= I ri. Since then, several papers have been 
devoted to the class of r-critical hypergraphs; for references, see [6, 51. 

In their original paper [3], Erdos and Gallai formulated their problem 
as finding the minimum n =f(r, t) such that for euery r-uniform 2 with 
r(Z) > t there is an Z’s X with r(Z’) > t and with a vertex set of 
cardinality dn. Clearly if 2’ is r-critical and z(P) = t + 1, then X’ = X 
must hold. Hence, the following probIem is equivalent to finding f(r, t). 
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PROBLEM. Determine the maximum number n(r, t) of vertices in a 
z-critical r-uniform hypergraph with z(X) = r. 

Trivially, the maximum is the same if it is taken over r-critical hyper- 
graphs of rank r. 

It is known that n(2, t) = 22 (Erdos and Gallai [3]). Moreover, for r or 
z fixed, the order of n(r, z) has been expressed as a function of the other 
parameter: For fixed r, n(r, z) = O(z’- ‘) when r -+ co and, for fixed T, 
n(r, z) = O(r’) when r -+ co (see [S, 61, respectively). The main result of 
this note (Theorem 2) presents an upper bound n(r, T) < (‘:l; ‘) + (‘ZT;‘) 
which, apart from a constant factor, is best possible for all values of r and 
r. This gives a complete description for the order of magnitude of f(n, t) in 
the Erdiis-Gallai problem, as the ratio of our upper bound and the lower 
bounds of [6] ranges between 2 and 4 (it tends to 2 as r -+ co, r fixed, and 
tends to e as r + co, z fixed). 

Moreover, the maximum cardinality of a “strongly independent” vertex 
set is determined in r-critical r-uniform hypergraphs and also in inter- 
secting v-critical hypergraphs of rank r (Theorems 1 and 3). (These notions 
are defined prior to Lemma D and Theorem 3, respectively). The corre- 
sponding extremal structures are described in Remark 5. 

Our proof technique, which is a combination of the set-pair method 
(established in [6]) and the main idea of the proof in [S], gives a slight 
improvement for v-critical hypergraphs also (Theorem 4). In this case, 
however, the order of magnitude of the maximum number of vertices is 
known to be (‘,r) (first proved in [6]), so the new estimate results in a 
somewhat smaller ratio of the current upper and lower bounds. Note that 
v-critical hypergraphs of given rank have also been investigated by several 
authors, partly in connection with a problem of Kuratowski. For details 
and references, see [6, 71. 

2. FOUR LEMMAS 

We handle critical hypergraphs by using some special structures 
Y = {(Ai, B;): 1 6 i<m} of pairs of sets, satisfying 

A,nB,=@ if and only if i=j, 1 <i, j<m (*) 

Also, it will be assumed that, for some fixed integers a and b, 

IAil <a and lBil6b for 1 <i<m (**I 

For simplicity, we say that Y is an (a, b)-system if it satisfies (*) and (**). 
We shall use the following important property of (a, b)-systems. 
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LEMMA A (Bollobas [a]). Zf Y is an (a, b)-system then m< (“ih) 
(where m = 191). 

Let us introduce the notation n,(a, b) =max IA, u ... uA,,I, where the 
maximum is taken over all (a, b)-systems 9’. 

LEMMA B (Tuza [6]). If a > 1, then f(“‘i”) < n,(a, b) < (U’i”) and 
ifu>b> 1 then 

n’(“’ b)6 iC, ‘“-‘( i Li/2 J )+;;g: (b). 
The following statement is a particular case of Lemma 4 in [6]. 

LEMMA C (Tuza [6]). Let F be a collection of t-element transversal 
sets of a hypergruph Z = ( V, E) of rank r. Zf for every E E E and every x E E 
there is a T E F with T n E = {x} then there exists a vertex set YE V such 
thut~Y~~n,(r-1,t-1)und~YnE~~r-1forullE~~(undE~Yforull 
EEE with [El <r). 

A vertex set S c V is called strongly independent if IS n El 6 1 for all 
EEE. For XE V, set Z(x)= {E\(x): XEEEE} and let f(s)=U,.,Z(x) if 
S is a strongly independent vertex set of X. 

LEMMA D (Gyarfas, Lehel, and Tuza [ 51). Zf S is a strongly inde- 
pendent vertex set in a uniform r-critical hypergruph then ISI 6 Ir(S)l. 

3. RESULTS 

First we prove an extremal result on independent sets. 

THEOREM 1. Zf S is a strongly independent vertex set in a z-critical 
r-uniform hypergruph .X then (SI < (‘TTY 2, (where z = z(X)) and this upper 
bound is sharp. 

ProoJ 1. Let S= {v,, . . . . v,,,} be strongly independent. We are going 
to define an (a, b)-system {(Ai, Ri): 1 <i<m}, where u=r- 1, b=z-- 1, 
and m = ISI. Then Lemma A will imply ISI < (‘:1;*). 

According to Lemma D, the suppositions of the K&rig-Hall theorem (cf. 
[ 1, p. 1341) hold between S and Z(S), since every subset S’ c S is strongly 
independent. Consequently, there exists a function b: S -+ Z(S) such that 
the sets Bi = b(vj) are distinct. Now IBi( = r - 1, and every Ei = Biu {vi) is 
an edge of Y?. 
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Since %’ is z-critical, E\ {Ei) has a (t - 1)-element transversal set T, 
(l<i<m). Of course, TinEi=@ and ui#Ti. If Tins=@ then put 
Ai = T,; otherwise replace each u, E Tin S by an arbitrary vertex USE 
b(u,)\b(u,) (recall that all the b(ui) are distinct and have the same 
cardinality). In this way, a set Ai is obtained, where /Ai1 < IT,1 = T - 1. 
Obviously, the pairs (A i, Bi) satisfy (* ). 

2. Consider the following simple construction (which was given in 
[5]). Take an (r + r - 2)-element set X0 and for each of the (‘T’r2) 
(v - 1)-element subsets of X0 add one new vertex (distinct vertices for dis- 
tinct (Y - 1)-tuples). Then a r-critical r-uniform hypergraph is obtained, in 
which the new vertices form a strongly independent vertex set of cardinality 
(‘:‘y2). I 

Using Theorem 1, the following estimate can be proved for the number 
of vertices. 

THEOREM 2. For r,z32, n(r,z)<(r’;lr’)+(‘:112). 

Proof: We prove the statement in the form 

n(r, z)<nn,(r- 1, z- l)+ 
r-l-r-2 ( 1 r-1 

which, by Lemma B, is somewhat stronger than the original inequality. 
If Z is r-critical then for every E E E there exists a (t - 1)-element trans- 

versal set T, of E\(E). Since T,nE=@, the set system F= {T,u (x}: 
x E E E E} satisfies the assumptions of Lemma C. Thus, there can be chosen 
a set Y which meets every edge of 2 in at least r - 1 vertices, and has 
cardinality 1 YJ <n,(r - 1, z - 1). Clearly, the set S= V\ Y is strongly 
independent, so that (1) follows by Theorem 1. 1 

In connection with the problem of [3], Theorem 2 is equivalent to the 
following statement. 

THEOREM 2’. Let 9 he a set system of rank r, on an underlying set X. 
Suppose that every subsystem 9y = (FE 9: FE Y}, induced by any Y G X 
with I YI < (i? :) + (r :i; ’ ) has a representing set of at most t elements. Then 
F can be represented by t elements. 

As we mentioned in the Introduction, Theorems 2 and 2’ both are sharp 
for all r and t, apart from a factor of 4. 

Call a hypergraph 3f? = ( V, E) intersecting if En E’ # 0 for all E, E’ E E. 
An intersecting hypergraph is v-critical if for every E E E and every x E E 
there is an edge E’ E E such that En E’= {xl. (In general, a hypergraph is 
said to be v-critical if the maximum number of pairwise disjoint edges 
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increases whenever a vertex is deleted from an edge; see, e.g., [6].) For 
such hypergraphs, we prove the following result. 

THEOREM 3. If S is a strongly independent vertex set in an intersecting 
v-critical hypergraph of rank I, then ISI < ( y:,‘) and this upper bound is 
sharp. 

Proof 1. Let S= (v,, . . . . o,} be strongly independent. We are going 
to define an (a, b)-system {(Ai, Bi): 1 < i< m’}, where a = b = r - 1 and 
m’=21SI. Then LemmaA will imply ISI <~(~::)=(~I,‘). 

For each i, 1 < i< m, choose two edges E,, El E E such that Ein E,! = 
Ei n S = E,! n S = {vi}. (Their existence follows from the v-critical 
property.) Set Aj=B,+i=Ei\{vi} and II,+~=B~=E,!\{v,}. Trivially, 
A i n B, = 12( for all i, 1 d i < 2m. Moreover, the property Ai n B, # @ 
follows from the facts that X is intersecting and Bik,,, = Ai. Since X has 
rank r, Ai and Bi have cardinality at most r - 1; i.e., we have obtained an 
(r - 1, r - 1 )-system of 2m pairs of sets. 

2. For a lower bound, consider the following construction by Erdos 
and Lo&z [4]. Take a (2r - 2)-element set X0 and for each of the i( Yz:) 
partitions Pu P’= X0, IPI = IP’J = r - 1, choose one new vertex up 
(distinct vertices for distinct partitions). Then let & be the r-uniform 
hypergraph whose edge set E consists of the r-tuples of form Pu {up} and 
P’ u {up}. Clearly, this # is intersecting and v-critical, and its new vertices 
up form a strongly independent set of cardinality :( 71:) = ( :I,‘). 1 

Now the following upper bound can be proved for the number of 
vertices. 

THEOREM 4. If Y? is an intersecting v-critical hypergraph of rank r then 
Iv(x)lQ(~I~)+~~~~: (ci~~,)<(2rr.-1’)+(~~23). 

Proof We prove the statement in the form 

2r-3 
lV(X)l<n,(r-Lr-I)+ r-2 . ( > 

Since 2 is v-critical, the set y = E satisfies the assumptions of Lemma C 
with t =r. Now a set YG V of at most nI(r- 1, r- 1) elements can be 
found, such that V\ Y is strongly independent. Thus, (2) follows by 
Theorem 3. 1 

Note that the best lower bound for intersecting v-critical hypergraphs of 
rank r > 4 gives an JI? with 2(2,‘_$) + 2r - 4 vertices (constructed in [6]). 

Remark 5. The extremal structures, for which equality holds in 
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Theorem 1 or 3, can be characterized as follows. It was proved by BollobLs 
[2] that an (a, b)-system Y has (“zb) p airs if and only if the sets Ai and 
Bi are all a-element and b-element subsets, respectively, of an (a + 6)- 
element set. Using this result, Theorems 1 and 3 can be proved in the 
following stronger forms : 

(i) If a T-critical hypergraph 2 of rank r contains an (‘:T;‘)- 
element strongly independent vertex set then LYP is isomorphic to the 
hypergraph constructed in part 2 of the proof of Theorem 1. 

(ii) If an intersecting v-critical hypergraph J?’ of rank r contains a 
(:I:)-element strongly independent vertex set, then 2’ contains a sub- 
hypergraph isomorphic to H”, constructed in part 2 of the proof of 
Theorem 3, and all the other edges of A?’ are r-element subsets of X0. 
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